IGNITE YOUR SACRED
FEMININE FREQUENCY
Private Mentorship w/ Sarah Poet

Program
Description

Dear Sacred Feminine Initiate:
You have been on a path of
reclaiming your sacred feminine,
and now you are ready to add the

This world needs your
medicine.

magic.
You are ready to evoke the deep
truth that you are a sacred and
powerful being. As you know, there
is no more time for you to continue
to passively agree to make yourself
smaller than you truly are. The story
of struggle needs to end.
You are Creatrix. A Queen. A
Priestess. A Lover. You are your
unique & Sacred Soul, after all. It is
my deepest desire to watch you
activate the Sacred nature of who
you truly are. And I promise, for all it
calls to you, for all the ways it
beckons you to pay attention, what
you truly are is actually bigger, more
significant, and more Sacred than
you can even currently imagine.
Let’s ignite the Sacred Within.
In Devotion, Sarah Poet

12 sessions + 3 Bonuses
We have weekly sessions, meeting you exactly where you are and
igniting the Sacred within.
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Own the Sacred In You

R

Call yourself here in this sacred moment to claim that the Holy of

E

Holies exists in you. Not ever again will you consider that this exists
only outside of you. Declare your sovereign intention to live in your
Sacred Truth.
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Your Stories of God
Heal the distortion around what you thought God was or what

I

masculine tyrant you associated God with. Activate Mother Father
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God principle. No more feminine suppression. Reclaim your power
to be in co-creation with the almighty creative power of all that is.
There is no more separation. Heal victim/victimizer programs.
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Your Sacred Breath
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Embodied Breath as the breath of the sacred in your body. Breath
as pleasure. Embodiment practices to evoke multidimensional self
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coming online. Erection of the Sacred Architecture that is your
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unique blueprint.
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Bonus: Energy Healing Session
Clearing past miasma and distortion imprints. Activating your
Sacred Heart.
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Your signature frequency is
Sacred.
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Healing Your Relationship to the Masculine

R

Clear distorted lower dimensional timelines that said that your

E

gender equaled disempowerment. Clear sexual misery & trauma
programming from DNA. Heal separation consciousness and
activate the Sacred Feminine codex within you.
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Reading the Mystery
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Activating Priestess codes within you, learn to observe and witness

I

the Mystery through trust, intuition, and felt sense. Cultivate

N

energetic sovereignty and discernment of false implants that seek to
take your energy. A sovereign Sacred Feminine creatrix must be
clear seer.
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Bring Your Soul Home Again
Crown & Monadic activation series. Calling yourself back to present
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timeline. Tools for supporting the soul’s continual renewed
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connection.
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Bonus: Energy Session
Fortifying your Divine Architectural Blueprint.
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Your deepest desire is that you
touch what is Holy in you.
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The True Energetics of Surrender

R

Everyone wants surrender and receptivity, but a woman on a

E

previous trauma timeline can not have these until she clears and
transmutes masculine distortion and opens to true exchange.
Now, this is you.
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Activating the Creatrix Codex In You
A new way to create. Bring your sacred feminine frequency to your
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work. Wealth is your birthright and you activate your true wealth

N

frequency when you live as the Sacred Truth of who you are. Clear
lineage contracts. Creation Toolkit.
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Activating the Lover Codex In You
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The Zero Point of the Heart. Neutrality is your true power and your
bliss. Relationship templates upgraded through the heart frequency.
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Pleasure as Prayer. Sensuality reclaimed. Sex as holy communion.
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Bonus Energy Session:
Consecrating Masculine & Feminine Union Within.
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Are you truly ready for the next level
of Sacred Feminine Embodiment?
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GOD & Union

R

New templates and deeper understandings of feminine & masculine,
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their frequencies, their interplay. You are not separate from the
masculine. A Sacred Feminine Queen knows this and holds devotion
& reverence for the masculine in all things.
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Activating the Queen Codex in You

V

You reign over the Sacred Life that you have stepped into. You are

I

Sovereign. You are Free. You resurrect the Sacred within and reclaim
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the Temple of all that you are.
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Your Sacred Feminine Frequency

Y

Your DNA has experienced not only an upgrade but a significant
rehabilitation. Your soul has been reconnected to your body. You are

S

living in your Holy Frequency as uniquely You. You are ready to own
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your Sacred Temple, Live as Sacred, claim Union with the divine, and
restore prosperity for your lineage, all living as YOU.
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Reclaim what it means to be a woman.
Be free from performance & hustle mentality.
IGNITE.
EXPAND.
BECOME.

Live

in

your

unique

Sacred

Feminine

Embodiment.
Take your intuition to the next level.
Activate your legit magic.
Finally open to true receptivity & surrender.
Heal your relationship to all aspects of the
masculine. Live as you are, no hiding.
Maintain

energetic

sovereignty

in

relationships.

Program
Benefits

Open your heart wider than ever. Be as big as
you desire.
Connect to your Sacred Soul. Trust yourself
implicitly.
Claim your right to create wealth & financial
sovereignty once and for all.
Embrace the body, intimacy, and sexuality as
Sacred.
Commune with the Sacred.
Become the creatrix of your sovereign life.

Testimonials

"These activations have opened me

"The stories have also dwindled away

more and more to myself. They have

more and I care more about the simple

allowed me to expand more into a

things in life. I care more about being the

deeper

reverence

simplicity and it's a deeper level of

towards life. I feel more in sacred

embodiment I have been able to step

devotion." - A.R.

into. I trust, receive, and allow more and

self-intimacy

and

I can feel the genetic reconfiguration of
my cells.
"Thank you for facilitating that. It’s not

I am tearing up as I even write this

your average "lady sister healer coach"

because it's true and so has been my

who can get out of the way to the extent

work

you did to fully channel & be the bridge.

compassionate nature along with her

Thank you so much for all you’ve done
to get to the place where you can do
that level work." -M.K.

with

Sarah.

Her

gentle

fierce accountability and upholding of
Truth is so appreciated and respected.
It's helped me rise more into my Truth."
- A.R.

Ready?

Are you ready to enter the Temple?
Are you ready to remember that the
Temple is You?
Are you ready to ignite your unique
Sacred Feminine frequency?

Schedule your consultation @
www.sarahpoet.com/book
to inquire, apply, & begin.

"Either you will
go through this door or you
will not go through.
If you go through, there is
always the risk of
remembering your name."
- Adrienne Rich

